Economics 792: Labour Economics  
Provisional Outline, Spring 2018

This course will cover a number of topics in labour economics. Guidance on readings will be given in the lectures. There will be a number of problem sets throughout the course (where group work is encouraged), presentations, and a research paper/proposal. These, together with class participation, will determine your final grade. The research paper will be optional. Students not submitting a paper will receive a lower grade. Small group work may be permitted on the research paper with the instructors approval, although all students must make substantive contributions to any paper.

Labour Supply Facts


Static Labour Supply


Empirical Tax Studies


Dynamic Labour Supply


**Family labour supply**


**Human Capital and Education**


**Job Search**


**Empirical Equilibrium Job Search**


Minimum Wages


This reading list will be updated as the course progresses and will reflect the topics that we cover in class and as part of assignments.